
Philosophy Meeting#to
⇐What is a " right

" and what toes it mean to have a
"right

to something?
"

The first thingwe did was distinguish betweenlegalrigfhtsandetw@rights.Wecan't do anything about legal rights, so we're
limited to discussing ethical rights ( although legal rights are often
hairy for thought experiments ) .
We would define an ethical as something that someone is
ethically entitled to have, with the built - in assumption that it
is wrongto deprivedenure of

their rights.
Here's a list of nights that we came up with ( they're all tentative,
and not all legally backed up) :
↳ life, liberty , pursuit of happiness ( Spencer)↳ education ? (Shanshan )↳ safetySecurity (Karissa)↳

privacy ?
It gets a bit more complicated when peoples ' rights come into
conflict .

Thoughtful: suppose someone traps Agastya and Slavik and
tells Agastya that one of them will be killed, but Agastya
gets to choose which one . Is Agastya ethically justified in
savinghis lifeby havingSlavik killed ?Almost everyone says that Agastya toes not havethis right,
simply because it would meanthat he is violating Slavik's right
to life

.
However, nobody affect asatisfying argument regarding why

Agastya's life has somehow become subordinate just because heis kiting .
We notes that this is somehow dependent on intent

, though .
. . if

Slavik attacked Agastya, then Gus would have the right to kill in
self- defense.



Most people (especially Shan Shar) came to the same decision ever
when Agastya would have to choose between his own life and,
say, Slavik's privacy , or a small risk of Slavik tying.
This is where it got a little bit sticky . I pointed out to Shen Shen
that the risks many other peoples' lives everytime she goes
driving , and she isn't even Loing it to save her life .

Shan Shan d-bit really g-ve a satisfactory response to this, so it
will have to remain open for now .

⇐ Should some people have more ethical rights than others ?
initially, everyone it that this is true with the exception
of criminals and people who commit unethical actions, until we
considered the nights of children vs . afults .
We Jetermines that children should cede some of their legal rights to
parents leg . privacy, pursuit of happiness, liberty) becausethey aren't
fully independent and Don't know what's good for them "
Arguably, many non - criminal atolls also

" toit know what's good
for them

,
but the law doesn't always interfere . . . we didnt try into

this
, though .

Q When can people lose ethical rights ?Before talkgab out criminals, wenoticed that people can voluntarily
give up their nights sometimes . For instance, I can chooseto
forfeit my night to a certain pieceof property by gurry it to someone
else as ng ft .

However, most people agreed that if I voluntarily sold myself to
Slavik as a slave, he could not ethically own me as aglare .
So apparently soonerightS can't be surrendered voluntarily . . . ↳



We then b-s cussed the RorWturetheoyofrigh, which states that
the reason punishment is ethically acceptable is because when one
violates someone else's rights, one gives up some of one's own
rights

As Spencer notes , this isn't necessarily tit-for-tat; that is, for instance,
one wouldn't necessarily surrenderone's right to life by killingsmeme .

Here are some objections to the forfeiture , and how people
respartes tothem :↳ The reason we have rights is because we are people, not because
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"

shown't

↳ Spencer addresses this by sayingthat legal rights and ethical
ones can't beentirely separated . Maybe " rights" can't really
be defined outside of a legal context, in which case we wouldnt
have nights by virtue of being human, but because a government{

if,6fFmf¥Egt. Lin. me, we surrender some ethical rights,/
'

then theoretically anyoneis ethically authorized to punish us,
not just the state !
↳ Shanshan postdates that maybe instead of just surrendering
rights ingeneral , maybe one who

'

violates another's rights/ Linnemann:n¥:9¥iu÷t÷¥E.
this ::*: up

This seems to suggest, as Spencer said, that maybe ethical
rights really can't be disentangled from legal rights .. .

. s



↳ Suppose I steal about worth about $60,000 and nobody ever
finds out about it . But , later, some corrupt officials frame art
arrest one foresteating a $60, ooo car. AccordYooforfeiture theory, they should be more or less ethically justified
in arrestingme, since I gave up thesame rights by
stealing the boat as I would havegun up hat I really
stolen the car !
↳ Shan Shan t Kaisha say that perhaps when you surrender

a right, you only surrender it iefo the action
through which you forfeited the right . But this really
flies inthe face of our intuitions about what " rights

"

mean, since wethink of rights as somethingwe have
or torture .

It's not looking good for forfeiture thug !

Towarts the end , wealso ↳cosset vigilantism a bit . We determined
that people forfeit rights t.thestate.hucommitting acrime,
but

. . . what ifI commit an unethical action but legally get awaywith iit through some legal loophole? Thee is someone other than
the state ethically justified in punishingme?
Karishe says that the person Stroud be punished, but. . . nopose
should push them, atthe riskof encouragingvigilantism, whichhas sanatroubGray consequences .

By the end of this meeting , as atthe end of most meetings,
we'vehopefully realized that rights are mod complicated
thenwe originally thought . . .


